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Deciding in the Dark: The Precautionary Principle and the
Regulation of Synthetic Biology
Sune Holm

Philosophy Section, Department of Media, Cognition and Communication, University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark

ABSTRACT
According to Bedau and Triant decision-makers will be substan-
tially ignorant about the consequences of their candidate choices
when making decisions about synthetic biology. Bedau and Triant
characterize decisions under such circumstances as decisions in the
dark. They then argue that when making decisions in the dark,
decision-makers should not appeal to the Precautionary Principle
because this principle does not sufficiently accommodate impor-
tant features of ‘deciding and acting virtuously’. In the paper,
I point out that it is unclear how to understand the virtue-based
approach in the regulatory context of synthetic biology. I then
argue that Daniel Steel’s tripod interpretation of the Precautionary
Principle provides a strong response to the problem of incoher-
ence, which I suggest is at the heart of the criticism raised by
Bedau and Triant. Finally, I raise a worry that incoherence pro-
blems may still crop up within the framework of Steel’s account.

KEYWORDS
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1. Introduction

Synthetic biology promises a future where humans will have unprecedented powers to
design and construct novel life forms to serve their ends (Deplazes 2009; O’Malley,
Powell, Davies, & Calvert, 2008). Several reports about the field emphasize that synthetic
biology holds great promise of generating enormous benefits to humans in a variety of
areas such as energy, food, and medicine, but there is also a vocal concern that synthetic
biology potentially can cause catastrophic consequences (PCSBI, 2010). The risk of
catastrophic outcomes posed by synthetic biology is characterized as a feature stem-
ming from synthetic biology’s status as a ‘threshold technology,’ where this means that
synthetic biology ‘opens doors to opportunities and applications that are essentially
unpredictable’ (Bedau & Parke 2009; Bedau & Triant, 2009). More specifically synthetic
biology constructs will have the ability to evolve and thereby to change their properties
in unforeseen ways. It is, according to Bedau and Parke ‘the potential for open-ended
evolution’ that ‘makes the long-term consequences of creating [synthetic life forms]
extremely unpredictable.’ Similar risk issues are highlighted by Tucker and Zalinskas:
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First, synthetic microorganisms might escape from a research laboratory or containment
facility, proliferate out of control, and cause environmental damage or threaten public
health. Second, a synthetic microorganism developed for some applied purpose might
cause harmful side effects after being deliberately released into the open environment.
Third, outlaw states, terrorist organizations, or individuals might exploit synthetic biology
for hostile or malicious purposes. (2006, p. 31).

Because synthetic biology entails a risk of extremely harmful consequences research and
applications of synthetic biology tools and techniques generate controversy. In particu-
lar, calls for precaution and strict regulation if not a moratorium are an integral part of
the discussion of synthetic biology (see, e.g. FoTE & ETC, 2012).

2. Decisions in the Dark

In their discussion of the social and ethical implications of creating artificial cells, Bedau
and Triant (2009) point out that policymakers will have to make decisions about whether
and under what conditions to proceed with the synthetic biology research program. In
particular, it is pertinent to consider how strictly the development and use of synthetic
biology applications should be regulated. This is a hard question given the fact that as it
stands most risks and benefits of synthetic biology are a matter of speculation. Thus,
Bedau and Triant emphasize that in the case of synthetic biology, decisions about its
regulation will by and large be ‘a matter of how we weigh the risks and benefits of
artificial cells, and what strategies and principles we employ when making decisions in
the face of uncertain consequences’ (2009, p. 35).

The question about what decision principles to appeal to is related to a question about
what kinds of decision situation we find ourselves in, when thinking about the regulation of
synthetic biology. Bedau and Triant distinguish between three kinds of decisions: Decisions
under risk, decisions under uncertainty, andwhat they call ‘decisions in the dark’. A situation is
standardly described as a decision under risk whenwe know all the possible outcomes of each
choice, their probability and their value. A common view is that the rational thing to do is to
choose the alternative with the highest expected value, where the expected value of each
alternative equals its assigned value times its probability. Decisions under uncertainty are
decisions which are made in situations where we are not in a position to know the prob-
abilities of the possible outcomes of the candidate actions. What strategy to apply in such
situations is a matter of intense debate, but generally, decision theorists tend to suggest
strategies that compare the value of possible outcomes. Thus, on the minimax strategy, one
should choose the alternative that will ensure that the worst-case scenario is as good as
possible. The third kind of scenario that Bedau and Triant identify, decisions in the dark, is not
prevalent in decision theory. Bedau and Triant characterize decisions in the dark thus:

Decisions in the dark arise when those facing a decision are substantially ignorant about the
consequences of their candidate choices. This ignorance has two forms. One concerns the
set of possible outcomes of the candidate choices; this prevents us from identifying the
subbranches of the decision tree. The other is ignorance about the utility of the possible
outcomes; this prevents us from comparing the utilities of different subbranches. In either
case, decision theory gets no traction and has little if any advice to offer on how to make
the decision. (2009, p. 38).
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Thus, decisions in the dark situations arise when we (i) do not know all the possible
consequences of each of the alternative courses of action that we decide upon, or (ii)
know all the possible outcomes of an action but are unable to assign a value to the
possible outcomes of the alternative courses of action that we may decide upon.
Importantly Bedau and Triant suggest that decisions about the development and
application of synthetic biology present us with decisions in the dark because we are
unable to identify all their possible outcomes:

Even though we are substantially ignorant about their likely consequences, we face choices
today about whether and how to support, develop, and regulate them. We have to make
these decisions in the dark. (2009, p. 38).

For now, I will grant Bedau and Triant the claim that regulation of synthetic biology will
be a matter of deciding in the dark. What follows from this is that ‘algorithmic decision
support methods’ applied by utilitarianism and decision theory will be of ‘little if any
practical value’.

Decisions to be made in the dark concerning synthetic biology will include the
permissibility of certain lines of research in the laboratory, the release into the environ-
ment or human body of artifactual organisms, the commercialization of synthetic
biology products, and the accessibility of knowledge and techniques which may be
used for extremely harmful purposes. The question now becomes what strategy or
principles decision makers regulating synthetic biology should appeal to when making
decisions in the dark?

3. Bedau and Triant’s Rejection of the Precautionary Principle

One widely discussed candidate principle for making decisions in the dark is the
Precautionary Principle (PP).1 This principle is often invoked in the context of environ-
mental policy as an alternative to cost-benefit analysis. Bedau and Triant find that PP
informally states that we should ‘not pursue a course of action that might cause significant
harm even if it is uncertain whether the risk is genuine’ (2009, p. 41). To illustrate, an
ultimate goal of some synthetic biology approaches is to develop a process that allows
for large-scale production of microbial life, tailor-made to perform a wide range of useful
functions, such as generating hydrogen for fuel, capturing excess carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere or produce a life form that can convert oil into some harmless substance.
Imagine that synthetic biologists become able to manufacture artificial cells that have
been engineered with a synthetic metabolic pathway, which enables them to eat oil and
convert it into some harmless substance that they excrete. In situations where oil spills
occur, it might be beneficial to release some such life form into the environment to
clean up. However, there is arguably a possibility that releasing artificial organisms into
the wild may cause severe damage to the environment. According to PP, the oil
converting cells should be considered ‘guilty until proven innocent’ vis-a-vis the possi-
bility that they will cause environmental havoc. Thus, appealing to PP, regulators might
decide on a range of precautionary measures the most radical of which is to prohibit the
release and perhaps even research into the construction of such an artificial life form.
Arguably PP, as presented by Bedau and Triant, does not require that there is any
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scientific documentation that the risk in question is real in order to justify a prohibition.
The mere possibility of severe harm can in itself justify precautionary measures.

Bedau and Triant are skeptical of PP. Their main concern is that it ignores the known
possible benefits of permitting a practice or technology that has not yet been proven
safe. They write:

Whether or not the benefits of these technologies outweigh the risks they pose, they do
have benefits. But the precautionary principle ignores such benefits. To forgo these
benefits causes harm – what one might call a “harm of inaction.” These harms of
inaction are opportunity costs, created by the lost opportunities to bring about certain
new kinds of benefits. Whether or not these opportunity costs outweigh other consid-
erations, the precautionary principle prevents them from being considered at all. That is
a mistake. (2009, 42).

The complaint leveled against PP is thus that it does not sufficiently address that
precautionary measures should match the risks that they are supposed to minimize.
Not considering the benefits that a technology may produce for humans or the
environment leaves out information that is important for making a regulatory deci-
sion in this context. As a matter of fact, there is a possibility that the precautionary
measures may themselves result in harmful consequences that would qualify as
a severe harm that we should take precautions to avoid. Consider the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill. The benefits of releasing artificial organisms to help cleaning up and
thereby minimizing the environmental damage and health risks brought about by
this disaster should certainly count, when we consider the risk of this application of
synthetic biology. As a matter of fact, one might argue that not taking advantage of
oil converting artificial organisms, if they had been available at the time, would be
the cause of more harm than doing so. Thus, ignoring the costs of not taking a risk
means that PP in some cases will be self-defeating. In short, Bedau and Triant’s basic
criticism of PP is that it may elicit incoherent recommendations because of its one-
sided focus on the risks associated with permitting some course of action while
ignoring the possible harms of prohibiting that course of action.

Interestingly, Bedau and Triant suggest that the way forward is to ‘cultivate the
virtues’ needed for making decisions in the dark (2009, p. 44). When facing decisions
in the dark, a practice of ‘wise decision-making’ should be developed. Such a practice
will involve ‘balancing a range of virtues’ one of which is likely to be caution, but which
will include others.2 In addition to caution, there are other candidate virtues, which seem
important to making decisions in the dark. One such virtue is wisdom, ‘giving proper
weight to different kinds of evidence’; another virtue which Bedau and Triant find to be
of great importance in the dark is courage (2009, p. 44). Thus, the main problem about
PP is not that it highlights the reasonableness of caution when deciding in the dark, but
that it ignores other virtues.

Summing up, Bedau and Triant reject PP as a decision principle when making
decisions in the dark because it does not sufficiently accommodate other features of
‘deciding and acting virtuously’. Deciding in the dark will require balancing caution with
other virtues such as wisdom and courage. This virtue-based approach to making
decisions about synthetic biology will avoid the problem of ignoring the fact that
pursuing new courses of action and new technologies may be the right thing to do
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‘when the potential benefits warrant it, even if the risks are uncertain’ (2009, 44). Thus,
we have arrived at what I will call a ‘virtue-based decision principle’, which, arguably,
serves as an alternative to both standard decision theoretical calculation and PP as
ordinarily conceived. In the next section, I discuss the prospects of the virtue-based
decision-making alternative. I then propose a possible defense of PP against Bedau and
Triant’s criticism.

4. A Virtue-Based Decision Principle?

The most straightforward way to understand the claim that decision makers should
decide ‘virtuously’ is to interpret it as expressing the view that the right thing to do,
when deciding in the dark, is to choose to do what a (perfectly) virtuous person would
choose to do (Hursthouse, 1999).3 On this reading, Bedau and Triant’s view amounts to
a virtue ethical account of right action in circumstances where we have to make
decisions in the dark. This coheres well with their criticism of PP as being too extreme
in its focus on the possible harms of, e.g. synthetic biology. A virtuous agent will balance
her decisions between extremes taking into consideration other virtues, such as courage,
prudence, benevolence and so on. It might even be that courage, which is emphasized
by Bedau and Triant as especially important when making decisions in the dark, is to be
understood as incorporating caution (Munthe, 2011, 64–65). It is, of course, a central
concern for virtue theorists how exactly to characterize and relate the virtues, but for
present purposes, it will suffice to point out that the virtuous agent will be someone
who does not exclusively focus on the possible harms of a course of action. Other
features of the action such as its possible benefits will be relevant for decision-making.

My main worry about Bedau and Triant’s suggestion is that it does not fit the context
of decision-making about synthetic biology very well. The decision-makers in question
are representatives of regulatory institutions operating in a political context in liberal
democracies. In such contexts, it seems obscure how to apply virtue ethics as a decision-
making practice. Virtue ethics is directed at the question of how to be or become a good
person. As such it would seem to be directed at the personal character of specific
individuals, in this case, decision-makers occupying roles in regulatory institutions.
However, in this context what seems to matter is not the virtuous character of each
individual that has a say in the decision-making process. It might be sufficient that
decisions are the outcome of a certain procedure or that the principles on the basis of
which decisions and policies are made are transparent to stakeholders and other
members of society.

Alternatively, the virtue-based approach must provide an account of how, e.g.
a regulatory institution may be said to be an agent that can be attributed virtues (and
vices) and be said to act in accordance with what a virtuous agent would do in the
situation. However, Bedau and Triant do not offer any hint about how this might work in
the context of regulating threshold technologies.

At an even more basic level, the concept of a virtue has been challenged on empirical
grounds (Doris, 1998, 2002; Harman, 1999, 2000). Evidence suggests that people do not,
as a matter of fact, have the sort of robust and stable character traits that virtue theorists
are committed to, and this has been thought to put pressure on the very notion of
a virtue. Finally, even if one accepted the virtue ethical approach, there is a fundamental
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epistemic question about how we can ever know what a perfectly virtuous agent would
do in a situation such as the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. In sum, while Bedau and Triant
point to an important problem for PP, their virtue ethical approach to decision-making
in the context of regulating synthetic biology does not provide a strong alternative. In
the next section, I consider whether PP can be salvaged from their criticism.

5. The Principle and the Paradox of Precaution

In this and the next section, I consider whether PP can be salvaged from the criticism
leveled by Bedau and Triant. To this end, I introduce Daniel Steel’s (2014) account of PP
and show how it arguably avoids the threat of incoherence.4

To begin with, Steel suggests that we can distinguish between two statements of the
core idea behind PP:

Weak PP Uncertainty does not justify not taking precautions in the face of serious
threats.

Strong PP Precaution is required in the face of any scientifically plausible and serious
environmental hazard.

On the weak reading of PP, the principle becomes trivially true. Everyone will agree
that precautionary measures do not require complete certainty for their justification. As
a matter of fact, it seems analytic that precaution is tied to uncertainty about whether or
not a harm will materialize. In the face of certain harms, we think in terms of prevention.

On the strong reading, the principle has been argued to lead to paradox.
Precautionary measures will themselves possibly cause harm, perhaps even harm of
a greater magnitude than the harm they are supposed to prevent. Hence, the strong
reading of PP entails that the principle will preclude the very precautionary measures
that it itself proposes.

In his discussion of PP Steel acknowledges the distinction between weak and strong
interpretations of PP. His suggestion is that the weak PP should be interpreted as
a meta-decision rule. According to this ‘meta-precautionary principle’ (MPP), decisions
rules for selecting among alternative policies should be such that they do not result in
inaction in the face of scientific uncertainty. Steel argues that some decision rules such
as cost-benefit analyses, are excluded by MPP, and hence understood as a meta-decision
rule the weak PP is not trivial. The strong PP will, according to Steel, and in contrast with
cost-benefit analysis, be permitted as a decision rule by MPP. The most important
objection to PP is that as a decision principle PP may entail that precautionary measures
are justified without any consideration of the harms that may possibly occur as
a consequence. This is the criticism at the core of Bedau and Triant’s rejection of PP.
In the next section, I will outline Steel’s interpretation of PP, which I think avoids the
precautionary paradox.

6. Steel’s Solution to the Precautionary Paradox

The central part of Steel’s response to the paradox is his analysis of the notion of
proportionality: the idea that precautionary measures should correspond to the prob-
ability and magnitude of the harm against which they are taken. Steel defines propor-
tionality partly in terms of a principle of consistency.5 According to this principle,
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a precautionary measure recommended by PP must not be recommend against by the
same version of PP that is used to justify it (Steel, 2014, 10). The basic idea is that
a version of PP will not be incoherent if it respects the consistency principle. To show
how this can be so I will first explain the sense in which there can be said to be not one,
but many versions of PP.

Steel suggests that PP can be thought of in terms of three fundamental components:
a harm condition, a knowledge condition, and a recommended precaution (2014, 27). I will
refer to these conditions as H, K, and P. This gives us a generic schema for PP, which
displays the structure of more specific versions of PP:

PP Schema If there is K that an activity leads to H, then P.
Each of K, H, and P may come in degrees. In most cases, we do not have certainty

about the outcome of an activity. In such cases, we commonly estimate the probability
that the activity will result in harm. The harms themselves also admit of different
magnitudes ranging from catastrophic to negligible. And finally, precautions against
harmful outcomes of activities can range from prohibition on the activity to require-
ments that certain measures are taken to minimize the risk posed by the activity.

On this account, the proportionality of a version of PP is a matter of the levels of
knowledge, harm, and precaution specified in that version. As already pointed out, Steel
requires that a version of PP must be consistent to be proportional: the precaution
required by a version of PP ‘should not be precluded by the same version of PP used to
justify it’ (Steel, 2014, p. 28). Given the PP Schema and the consistency requirement, we
can now see how Steel responds to the paradox problem. Inconsistent versions of PP
amount to misapplications of the principle, because such versions do not accommodate
proportionality. Hence, pointing out that a proponent of a particular precaution in the
face of the possible harm posed by some activity is inconsistent, does not show that PP
is inconsistent. It simply shows that a version in which the proposed precaution is
combined with the risk of harm of posed by the activity is inconsistent. Inconsistency
is not an objection to PP as analyzed by Steel, since insofar as there is ‘the PP’ it is the PP
schema, and the schema cannot itself be inconsistent, only specific versions of it can, in
which case they are disqualified as genuine recommendations of precaution.

Steel illustrates how a version of PP can be inconsistent by way of the following
example (2014, p. 28):

Imagine someone who calls for a ban of the measles/mumps/rubella (MMR) vaccine on the
grounds that it may cause autism. Suppose that the person defends this position by appeal
to the following version of PP: If it is possible that an activity will lead to serious harm, then
that activity should be prohibited.

The problem with this call for banning the MMR vaccine is that it is based on an
inconsistent version of PP. We can see this by considering the counter-scenario in
which we keep the knowledge and harm variables constant, but take the suggested
precaution to be the activity: If it is possible that prohibiting the MMR vaccine will lead
to serious harm, then prohibiting the MMR vaccine should be prohibited. As a matter of
fact, it is possible that prohibiting the MMR vaccine will cause serious harm. Thus, we
can see that the version of PP used in this particular argument against the MMR vaccine
is inconsistent. In short, Steel concludes that on his analysis PP is not vulnerable to the
precautionary paradox.
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7. Precaution across Regulatory Contexts

Consider now the situation with respect to synthetic biology. One of the potential
great benefits of synthetic biology is that it will enable cheap and reliable produc-
tion of pharmaceutical products such as malaria medicine (Ro et al., 2006).
However, the other side of the coin is that it becomes easier to manufacture the
genomes of viruses that may be used for bioweapons. According to Bedau and
Triant’s criticism, PP neglects the benefit side of the coin. However, if we apply
Steel’s PP schema, then we get a much more nuanced understanding of the claim
that we should take precautions in relation to synthetic biology research that may
possibly result in severe harm to humans or the environment. A call for precaution
must be substantiated as a version of the PP schema thus allowing for assessment
of consistency.

Consider the version of PP that Bedau and Triant seem to have in mind: If it is
possible that research, development and production of synthetic malaria medicine
cause severe harm, then this activity should be prohibited. We can check whether
this version is coherent by considering its counter-scenario: If it is possible that
prohibiting research, development and production of synthetic malaria medicine
causes severe harm, then prohibiting synthetic malaria medicine production should
be prohibited. In this case, we have a counter-scenario in which the antecedent is
true. Hence, on Steel’s account, this version of PP in the context of synthetic
biology is a misapplication of the PP schema. Proponents of precaution should
go back and adjust, e.g. the value of the K and P variable to produce a version of
the PP schema that is not self-defeating.

While Steel’s account of PP avoids the precautionary paradox by requiring that
versions of PP be stated in specific regulatory contexts, this might also give rise to
a worry about whether the paradoxical nature of PP has been removed root and branch.
Synthetic biology has been characterized as a platform technology by Thompson (2012,
p. 7), who goes on to point out that

(. . .) the whole point of conceptualizing technical developments as platforms is to think of
how applications in seemingly discrete domains can be pursued simultaneously and even
interactively.

It is likely that as a platform technology synthetic biology research and applications are
likely to be the subject of different regulatory agencies and policy contexts. Employing
PP will mean specifying versions of PP in each of these contexts and assessing whether
the version is consistent. However, it seems that inconsistencies between the recom-
mendations and policies issued by these different regulatory agencies may then arise
due to differences in judgments or interpretations of the seriousness of a harm.6 To
illustrate: There is an ongoing debate about the risk posed by phthalates, which are
under suspicion for being endocrine disruptors. In country X the suspicion has resulted
in a prohibition against using phthalates in toys for children between 0 and 3 years of
age due to the risk that these plasticizers pose to young children. In 2007 the ban on
phthalates was extended to all toys aimed for children up to 14 years of age. However,
the health and drug authorities did not issue similar regulations concerning the use of
phthalates in drugs and medical equipment. It is noteworthy that in both these cases
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the regulatory authorities in different areas seem to engage in precautionary reasoning
in accordance with Steel’s account. However, there seems to be something inconsistent
about prohibiting a substance in one policy area and merely requiring that people are
informed that the substance is present in products regulated within another policy area.
That is to say, it seems that precautionary reasoning as characterized by Steel may still
be vulnerable to a form of criticism that points to inconsistencies in regulations based
on different versions of PP. Thus, in the case at hand, regulators of toy and food
products (environmental and food agency in country X) may consider endocrine dis-
ruption to be a much greater harm than the authorities regulating drugs, and hence
they will find that the same evidence may justify stricter precautions. Even if there is
a sense here in which this is a case in which different versions of PP will provide different
recommendations, and not a case in which PP is shown to be self-contradictory, the
need for a principle that allows us to understand how to handle such clashes of
recommendations by different versions of PP arising in different contexts seem pressing.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, I have examined Bedau and Triant’s recent claim that decisions about
the policies and regulation of synthetic biology will be decisions in the dark. I have
criticized their claim that decision makers should appeal to virtue theory when faced
with decisions in the dark. In particular, I have suggested that Steel’s recent account
of PP can avoid the precautionary paradox due to its emphasis on consistency of
versions of PP. Finally, I have suggested that synthetic biology products are likely to
be subject to different regulatory authorities. I then considered a case where the
contextual nature of versions of PP seems to be in accordance with Steel’s account,
but result in what seems to be inconsistent policies and regulations with respect to
the dangers posed by phthalates. Thus, while Steel has arguably presented the most
sophisticated defense of PP against the incoherence objection, I think that such
precautionary reasoning as an institutionalized practice still invites criticism for
allowing incoherent regulatory decisions.

Notes

1. The scholarship on PP is extensive and it is not the aim of this paper to provide
a comprehensive review of all the criticisms and (re)formulations of the principle that
have been presented and defended over the years. The point of departure for this article
is Bedau and Triant’s discussion of the PP in the context of the regulation of synthetic
biology. Thus, it should be noted that the notion of ‘deciding in the dark’ or of ‘unknown
unknowns’ is not an original point made by Bedau and Triant but a mainstay in the
literature.

2. It should be noted that there are alternatives to the idea of ‘balancing virtues’ among virtue
ethicists, e.g. the idea that the appropriate virtue ‘silences’ conflicting considerations.

3. Sandin (2009, p. 98) suggests a virtue-based approach to precaution. However, in contrast
with Bedau and Triant, who reject PP, Sandin’s idea is that PP can be (re)interpreted as
a virtue-based principle stating that a person should ‘perform those and only those actions
that a cautious agent would perform in the circumstances’. I think that Sandin’s proposal is
problematic for the same reasons that I present in relation to Bedau and Triant’s suggestion.
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4. This paper grew out of a workshop on Steel’s book on PP (Steel, 2014). Thus, my focus is on
Steel’s discussion of PP and his discussion of the problem of consistency, development of
a tripartite analysis, and his version of a plurality account of PP. However, these themes do
not originate with Steel. Thus, Sunstein (2005) is a locus classicus for the problem of
consistency. Manson (2002) has suggested a tripartite account of PP and Hartzell-Nichols
(2013) has put forward the idea of a plurality of precautionary principles, just to mention
a few influential contributions to the debate. Other important discussions include Cranor
(2004), Gardiner (2006), and Whiteside (2006).

5. The other part of Steel’s analysis of proportionality is the efficiency principle, which is
a principle for which precautionary measure among the consistently recommended ones
should be chosen. For the purposes of avoiding paradox, the consistency principle is the
important one.

6. A similar concern is briefly raised by John (2016).
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